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Support without
breaking the bank

At just 2mm thick Drilay isn’t at all intrusive, but it’s still strong and
thick enough to get the job done. Designed to provide a moisture
barrier between your floors and subfloors, Drilay is budget friendly

and offers small amounts of acoustic benefit.

The Budget Friendly One

What is Drilay?
Drilay is a 2mm thick Polyethylene Foam underlay with an
in-built moisture barrier. It is designed to provide moisture
protection without any of the bells or whistles.

What makes Drilay budget friendly?
Drilay is a no frills underlay. While it provides a sufficient
moisture barrier to assist in preventing the transference of
moisture and vapours from the subfloor to your flooring, it
does not go above and beyond. Many of our other
underlays offer multiple benefits, hence the price
difference between Drilay and these options. 

Where should Drilay be installed?
Drilay is suitable for installation beneath both Laminate and
Timber floating floors. We suggest the installation of Drilay
in situations where budget is the most important factor in
decision making.

What does the R Rating mean?
The R rating of an underlay refers to how much thermal
insulation an underlay provides. The higher the R rating,
the more comfort an underlay will provide in terms of
temperature fluctuations in the space due to loss of heat
through the floor.

Thermal properties must always be measured as a
system, rather than on a product by product basis. As
such, we recommend checking the R rating of your
chosen flooring as well. 

What is the acoustic rating?
Drilay achieves a 3 star acoustic rating when paired
with14/3mm Timber flooring. This rating is BCAA
compliant. Acoustics should be measured in-situ to provide
an accurate rating, as there are many factors that impact
the overall score.

How is Drilay installed?
Drilay is a loose lay installation underlay.

While the installation of flooring such as Hybrid or Luxury Vinyl Plank with a waterproof surface throughout
your home can protect your floors from moisture damage from above, the foundation of your design is still

susceptible to moisture rising up through your subfloors and causing damage. Luckily, the installation of
underlayment can help combat this issue.  

Our Drilay Underlay helps offer a solution to this, as it is designed to assist in reducing moisture transference
in order to help protect floating floors while also providing a small level of acoustic reduction. 
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